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PREFACE

This thesis is made in the interest of the Navy Department for military use and for purposes pertaining to the conservation of materials.
It is hoped that substantial aid in the experimentation and sought for
"standard design" of a useful seadrome light is oontained herein.

It

has been m:y experienoe to see seadrome lighting equipment in use damaged
by aircraft and in frequent handling.
It is believed that the design, briefly covered by this report,
eliminates in a large part, damages from airoraft and also from handling.
In view of the conservation of rubber this new design greatly reduoes the
use of rubber with no increase in other critical materials over that used
in other seadrome lighting sets being manufaotured.

Probably wi th fur-

ther modifications the rubber used for buoys may be entirely replaced
by wood, glass or plastics.
From a military point of view, a submerged seadrome light assembly
will enhance the seourit,y of operations in areas where seaplane basel
are secret--for in daylight both lights and buoys remain submerged unobserved by enem:y scouts and at night may be turned off from a oentral
oontrol.

Sinoe the lights may be supplied eleotric power from a cen-

tral souroe , and not generally from batteries, oonsiderable time is
Baved in the maintenance of the set.

Since the lights may be placed in

individual or separate electric oircuits, even though some of the
lights be damaged, others will oontinue to operate.
If local operators eleot to use the lights surfaoed, instead of
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submerged~

the change is a simple matter and allows a considerable

increase in useful. light

output~

thereby making the set suitable for

use during flight conditions of extreme low visibility.
Simply by setting the lights on a small cone-shaped mound of
or upon light metal

cones~

earth ~

the set is useful for landfield operation in

even the worst conditions of ground water and low visibility.
The lights offer an inexpensive means of boundary lighting an allway seadrome

and~

not being mounted on

piles ~

ard--if any at all --to operating aircraft.

offer only a minimum haE-

Seaplanes may land immedi-

ately above or taxi over the submerged lights with no ill effects.

Quite possibly other uses of the lights may be

found~

such as

marking reefs, sunken vessels, courses for small vessels plying narrow
channels, and taxiway courses for seaplanes.
The lights are easy to transport, install, and maintain and require
only one adjustJnent--the length of the anchor oable.

Relamping oper-

ations are simple since the lamp head, clipped in plaoe, may be removed
from the buoy and line in a few seoonds.
Because of the extreme light weight, small size of the buoys and
general oompactness of the assemblies the set is highly adaptable to
transportation by air.
While this is but a semi-official report and does not necessarily
refleot the views of the Navy Department or the naval servia, it 1s
the writer's desire that the information herein be acoepted by the
Government for wha.tever value it may contain and that th writer be
permitted to submit this report in its present composition to the
£aoulty of the School of Mines and Metallurgy of the Universit,y of
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Missouri in partial fulfillment of the work required for the degree
of Eleotrical Engineer and only for that purpose.

~~ }1.(J'&~
U. S. Naval Air Station
Corpus Christi# Texas
February, 1944

FREDERICK MARION MUELLm
Lieutenant, CEO-V(S), USNR
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CHAPTER I
Introduc ti on
Thi. theai. was written in oonsideration of proble . . ari.inc in
pre.ent day use of batt.ry operated •• adro. light..

Th. iDtor_tion

contaiud has be.n oompil.d to explain the d.velopment ot a radioally

new delign in leadroae lighting.

U•• of a seleoted .ingl. lighted

strip i. the balil ot the d•• lsn.

!be s.adrome light d.eoribed is a submergible t,pe and ie •••• ntially a aoditioation and oombination ot the 100 watt beacon lights,
1
used with the Type B-2 portable tield lighting set J and the Amerioan
Ga. Accwmla tor OompaDT Portable Lighting s.t PAK_2 2 •

The beacon was

.oditiod in that it wae made ....terproof aDd it. bae. chang.d to aOOOIlJIIOdate a oentrally plaood lamp l.ad and a small rubber buoy.

!he ,PAIK-2

••adroa. I.t atford.d only the und.rwater .lectrio oabl. and c.nerator ••
• • • and Ii.plioi ty

ot tr..... portatlon, operation, . . _iB"'uaoe

are tM ....ntiat quali ti•• ne.d.d tor the type ot lichtiDC equipMDt
!he r.quireMDt. tor ""C.d all1tary VPe ot .quipMnt haft

cleeoribed.

been conald.er.el, and while the drawl!l&' and photosraph. inoluded h.r.
do not show the optiala d.slp ot an UDd.rwater .rker lipt, it 11
oontencled that the prinoipl. in'YOI....d hal Mrit.
In the beS1miDg ot the work it ..... deoid.d to atteapt the design

ot a portable ..aclroae light to operate without s.rn.clDg OTer prolcmg.el period. .
ily lend

rue, ot cour.e, meant maldng a light that woulcl not read-

1 teelt to damage trOll small oraft or s.aplanes.

1. liUrloan Gal IColallator

Generally

Company. -Handbook-Portabl. fle1d Light1Dc
S.t,· pp. 33-36, pp. 52-54.
2. U.S. layY Contract BOs-89l52, .Amerloan Ga. Acoumulator COIllP~,
Bll&ab.th, Jew Jers.y.
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.peaking, leadrOM light. in daily u.e require considerable storage or

transportation spaoe 3 and a chauge ot batteries each two or three daya4,
the latter neoe.sitate • • etting out and retrieving the light. daily
unless .triot logs are opt on battery 11f..

Thil nearly endle ..

haDi,ling of the light. with buoy. attached re.ult. in the bending,
fracturing and lo.ing ot parts 6 •

If the lights and buoy. are lett

in the water through daylight operationa in heavy traffio, they
sutter from rupture ot buoy. and .u.... rsion.

In the use of the

portable •• aclro.. .et 'DOt using ba tterie., it i. lett in place tor
extended periods and while it needs little .ervioing the lights &Dd
buoy. are oontinual obstacle. on the .eadro• •urtace.

'!'he lu'bller,-

ible .e&droM light operate. tar enough below the ....t.r .urtace that
it otter. no obat.aole to .eaplane. and, when not adapt.d tor battery
operation, require. but little .erTioing.

!be.e ooD4it1oaa exi.t tor

the portable .et about which thil paper 11 conoerD8d.

s.

JeDDOW,

w.

l.--Ieport to the COJIIIIINLding Offioer, laval lir Station,
San Diego, Oalitornia, entitled "SerTioe Te.t. on we.tinghou.e-lire.tone Seadro. Light.,· datedA.pri1l942,
B. Grie., Lt.
(jg) J. V. loch, A.-V(S) USlR, W. U. Dent; Lt. Ooadr. C. F. Luethi,
USHR: 'Lt. (jg) M. W. Caskey, USCG; J. B. Tilton.
4. U. S. Jraval Air Station, San Diego, California, Co--.ndiDt; Offioer'.
report to the Chief ot the Bureau of A.eronautio., letter 1110-12 (20)
A.pril 21, 1942, Inolo.ure (A.), (Contraot Ho. C-74978) paragraph 7-(o~,
with 41 inoh buoy.; "Due to lack of .towage spaoe on tenders, 'these
light. are not entirely satistactory tor adYanGed ba.e units beoause
ot their bulk. B'oweftr, it i. understood that the li,e ot buOYI are
belD« ltudardi,ed at 33 inoM., whioh will partially remoTe thil
objection.·
6. U. S. Jla.....l Air Training Center, Corpus Christi, letter fro. the
Co..andant to tbI Chief or the Bureau of Aeronautio., co...ntl on
delign, ·Seadr01lll Light. tor light ~rationa of Seaplane.,·
Serial 67~2, File NA47A!39-1, 45/TDfl. ., of JUDe 1, li43.

by'.

Page

Within the .cope ot tuture experimentation is the u •• ot a radio
lignal trom a seaplane tor control ot .eadroae lights 1U1tall.d at
isolated alternate ••adrome. where continuous operatioUl are not
teasible.
COUTeuiena. ot operation ot underwater light. dictate. the desirability ot their use in high-inten.it,y illumination ot large
oOlllll8roial .eadro...

It 11 likely that underwater •• adro. lights

ot the sodiua Tapor or meroury Tapor type used on .eri.. oirouits are
wortnr ot oousideration.

~
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CHAPrIR II

Th. Underwater Contaot Light
The lightiug of ,.adra., 18 'till of an expert.ntal nature 6 • of

lIhich the first undertald.ug' began ten year, ago by Pan Amerioan Airway.
at Viam1 1 • Various oonsid.ration, of iaportanoe wer•• tudi.d by lavy,
Coa.t Guard, Pan AMrioan AirwaYI. CtTll Aeronautio, Ada1n1atration,
and Westinghouse Il.otrio & Iftg. Co. ill teat. at the lJ. S. lam Air
Station, San Di.go, CalifOrnia, in Maroh 1942. I •• ult, of the •• testa 1
indioated the desirable qualiti •• n.ed.d wer. rugg.d s.adre.. ligbtiug
set. co.troll.d tro. a o.ntral point.
The deftlop_nt 01' ...terials sinoe the t t . these teats were con-

duoted indioates the worth ot new studte, in •• adrOM lighting design.
It i. predioted that there will
leue.; photo-eleotrio

b4a an .xtend" us. ot aould.cl plutio

-OIl- and ·ott- oontro1 8 ot light lane. ill lieu

01' radio-ooBtroll.el Pi tohiDgJ and unelerwater or .urtace airway -.rker

beaoou tor tran,oo.an1c tlight aiel ••
!be .eaclro_ light couidered here 11 ele'ipeel with 111. intention

ot OTerooldDg JII8DIY ot
i. hoped that

~

the proble.. introduo.el in earlier .tueli...

It

part. of the light a ....bU•• oouidered aq .YeIlt-

ually be .ade ot plaltio..

Ther. il a pO.11bllit,y ot

.0.. t1.ld

01'

ltud¥ in the u.e ot a taotory-.eal.d lap h.acl ul1Dg a 1.118 to be expendeel wi tb the leap at each laap burnout.

&. U.

s.

It plutiol do not prOTe

Depar1aent or C.... ro•• CiTil .... rcmautio. ldidll1.tratiOll, -hrport Lighting,· OiT1l .... ronautic. Bulletin 110. 10, leTileel Karoh 1,
1941; p. 36.
1. Pennow, OPe oit. p. 2.
8. Ooohran, R. D. (Stu~ ot remote control ot obltruotion light' on
Spoil I.l&Dcl--per.o.aal note.).
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desirable for the major parts of the assembly the .etals u.ed in pre.ent
.eadrOM lights may well be used in oonjunction with plastics.

SeadroM

Ughts of the high intenli ty Yariety may pro-re valuable in the groriDl
field of low Yisibility

pproaoh lighting and may even be uled, with a

yane and an alymmetrical lena to show wind direotion.
Itudied 11 a dredged area.
flare pots mounted on piles.

One leadro. .

Its irregular boundary 11 marked at niEht by
It i. oonlidered that a acre .atisfactory

means of lighting could be aooompli.hed by the use ot a tlexible inatallation in which ca.e the lights would be uaed as boundary marker I of an
irregularly Ihaped all-way leadrome.
Although exper1aent. concerned with the uae ot an underwater battery
in a waterproot box tor a power lource haft not been atarted, it 11 antioipated that a practical .eadrOM lipt ot low ponr ratiDg for underwater
us. i .8 tealible.

Such a light a. thb, toll owing the ge.ral a ...mbly

.tructure might u.e the battery and ita oontaiDer tor an anchor.

!he

propo.ed light tor u.e with a battery wuld be operated by l1g1ltiDc
it before .u'blllersion or by operating it by a nitch aowated in the
anchor looation tloat (Fig. 18, page 54 end Fig. 1, page SS, detail).
!he g.neral conaiderations in tJle design ot the lum.rgibl• •eadrOM lipt are a. tollonl
(1) The light
(a) .e.d bright quality with low wattage
(b) .eed lUminary to endure rough handling
(c) .eed laap and lens oombination to prociuoe at about ti...e
teet d.pth in aea ....ter a lu1table l1&ht di.trlbution--

to gi Y. low le...el illumination to a large area ot water
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and. to em t maximum light at law angles
(d) Desire a lamp and lena base suitable for attaohment to a
pneumatic buoy and completely waterproot
(e) Desire to have a miniJllUJll number of parts all suitable for
Ipee~

production; and simple to a8semble, dismantl., aDd

maintain.

(2) The buoy
(a) Heed tlexible buoy ot dilplaoeaent luttici.nt to litt lamp
alleably, leap lead, and maintain a taut anchor cable to
ainiad.'. Ught wallowiDg froa waye aotion
(b) X.ed .terial r.sistant to s.a water
(c) Xeed buoy ot proportions to hold clip on laap base ste. and

to make oomplete ass . .bly of proportionl to ainild,e wallowing trom waft and tid. action and. sall enough to be readiq
portable by air

(Ii> '!'be underwater oable and power supply-.. (This item wal

alre~

aTailable and wal not moditied)

(.) '1m

anchor

(a> X•• d anchor e1ther ea811y transported or e.sUy _de near
the plao. it 1. to be u.ed.
(b) »eed amohor .utfici.nt17 heavy to subaerge light al.e.bly
and. heavy enough so a. not to be ealily shitted by water

aGTeJl8nt.
(c) ••• d anchor ot _ter1al resistant to salt water.
'fhe design

ot the light was deyeloped with the aia ot

p8l'J11lD8nt inltallation ot similar .qui~nt 1n

10_

maJdDg

are. (rig. 2,

a .ell1-

pac. a.)
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Where indefinitely prolonged op.ration will prov. or

d1.pro~

ita Talue.

It i. bell.....d that "Layout D" or "Layout I" (Fig. 2) ott.r the be.t
arrang_en t of light. for a prolong.d •• rrio. te.t.

Lqout D ub. po.-

libl. an "on cour •• " .traisht 11_ approaoh and landing 1mIIItctiatelr on
ODe

string ot contaot light. whioh are .uppl...nted on beth sid•• with

horhon r.terenoe and rang. light..

This layout i. similar in principl.

with the ba.ic de.ign u ••d b.y German engin••r. in the 11shting ot the
ai•• Airport at llunich, aDd

at lfilan9 •

wa. also in u.e at the I. Forlanini Airport

x.yout E -.ke. u •• ot the oustomary contact light .trip on

.ach .ide of the landing oour.e.

Layout F (rig. 2)

_ke.

use ot a single

.trip tor euy handling .ui table for changing to corr•• pcnd with

pr.-

d.tena.1.ned. wind dir.ction and . y be called a "wiud-line layout."
A coapari.on or the .eadrOlll8 light in pr••a t u.. aM ot two experl.ental lisht a ••••bU•• 11 .hown in rig. 23, Pac.

es.

Al.o .hown

her. are the ooncr.te anchor. (ite.. 3 and. 6)J a rouch bra.. outiDC
(item 7) tor a Tn- A a .....b17J an awdliarr .hi.ld. (ite. 6), and a IUPplantary buoy (ite. a).

The auxi11ary .hi.ld. 11 used. to

ohanc. the

light di.tribution and the suppl • .entary buoy. are nec••• ary to inor.a••
the buoyancy of the a •• e.'bl1' to off•• t addi tiona! weight tro. longer 1...,
1.ad.. and laap a . . .bly line. .hould. th.y be n••ded in installa tiona in
water ot gr.ater depth.

It i. intended, in mo.t ca••• , that th• • leetric

di.tribution oirouit b. laid on the bottom alongside the anohor.
The ooap1ete exp.rimental .et 11 .hown in Fig. 22A. page 61, and riC.
22B, page 62.

In rig. 2al a .et of float tie lin•• are .hown a. ita. 3,

i tea " 18 a .et ot laap a . . .bly line. (adju.tabl.) o~l.te wi til galTanil••

I.

lationa BUreau 01 Standards, (t .0. Breobnrid&.), 'Airport LichtiDC
in the tJn1 ted State. and Buropett pp. 1-2, 8-10.

P&le 8

.nap. and. ring. tor facil1 tating the .et layout.

Ite. 13 11 an adapt- .

er tor u •• in connecting the underwater eleotric oirouit to a commeroial

type outlet.

Itea 14 and 15 ahcnr plug .eala tor the waterproof oODaeotor.,

ite. 16, u •• d in providing branoh oircuit. to the a ••••bll•• fra.. the
main.

In Fig. 22B wooden anohor location float. or "bob.- are .hawD ..

itea 11.

Later, in the experiaent the •• "bob.- wer. ude of cork and

lett in plao. •
... general purpo •• layout of the oontact light unit 11 .hown in Flg.
18, page 64.

In layout of the •• t a .oundlng 11 taDn at .aoh light 10-

oation and the lamp aa.eably line i. adju.ted to •• t the light at the
de.ired d.pth, then by u •• ot tb. tloat tie liDe the anohor, dlltributiOD
oiroui t, and contaot light a ....bly are lower.d into poli tion.

The .quip-

_Ilt i . retriev.d by lifting the anchor with the float tie line.

Th• •ea-

drome oontact light a •• eably Type G i. d.aigned for u •• without the aaohor
location float for .ecret in.tallatlona where float. would gl.. away tbe
le&droma po.ition.
The Type G a.lembly (Fig. 21, paC. 51, FiC_ 12, pac. 48, 'lg. SO,
page TO) 11 .quipped with horn. by whioh, tog.th.r with the anohor, it
uy be lowered into pod tion using a ahort hand line.

!h. Type G

a •••ably i. r.tri.ved by u.e ot a ...... p liDe or net to engage the horn.
and then by pulling the a ....bly to the lurfao••
The .eadro.e light a •• embly Type A (Fig. 6, page 42; Fig. 19 , page
66; Fig. 24, pace 64) i. very compact and consiat. ot a Fr••nal l.na,
lamp, lamp ba•• and holeler, underwater oonn.ctor and riDg, buoy. buoy
r.tainer plate, and lamp l.ad.
by 16 inchea diameter.

It hal ov.rall diMneiou of 15 iDchel

The lamp baa •. (item "

Fig. 24, page 64) 11
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made ot brass and encloses a sott rubber temale receptacle.

Thil base

torma a sDUg tit to the top ot the pneumatic buoy (Fig. 6 ••eotion .&A),
and is joined to the underwater connector and ring through the oenter ot
the buoy.

The underwater oonnector (Fig. 24, item 9) has a 80tt rubber

male ti tting and is oompressed in place with a threaded retaining nut to
torm a waterproot connection.

The connector is

polari,~d.

The bQoy i.

held in place again.t the lamp base by a buoy retaiJler plate (Fig. 24,
item 10) which may be threaded over the lamp lead and oompreaaed against
the buoy to torm a clip tit with the underwater oonnector and riDge

Fig.

19 .how. the Type A a88embl)" with .. lamp lead eleTen teet in length.

It

i. anticipated that the leap head (Fig. 2', ite. . 1-7 a .. embled) a. a unit

be remaYed and replaced in servioing a lamp burnout.
Seadrome light &s.embly, Type B (Fig. 7, page '~J Fig. 20, page 56;
Fig. 25, page 66) i. 8illlilar in design to the Type A auembly.

In the

experiment a beacon light base was modified and extend.ed with a copper
conduit 20 inche. long (Fig. 25, item 2).

Tbi. conduit wal added to

lower the center ot gran ty ot the aueably and. alao to prOTide tor the
use ot .upple. .ntary buOYI whioh may 'be threaded onto the conduit and
tied in place bY' ute ot a light line paued through the three Ipace.
in the buoy retainer plate (Fig. 25, item 4).

a ...mbl)" with an auxiliar;y shield in place.

Fig. 20 shows the Type B
The shield shown in Fig. 20

ia tifteen inche. in diameter.
Seadroae light as.emblY', Type C (Fig. 8, page 44; Fig. 26, pace 66)
il exceedinglY' limple in design.

Fig. 8 .howl the unit a ..embled.

.tandard tla.hing beacon a ....bly oompr1le. the lamp head..

..

!hi. part 1.

waterprooted with oompound and has attaohed a waterproot lamp lead ten
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£eet long.

The lamp head (Fig. 26, item 1) placed on top of the buoy 11'1

fastened with a thumb set aorew to the grooved top ot the balla.t .tem
(Fig. 26, item 4-8).

The dieaaeembled ballast etem shown in Fig. 26

may be ...de ot only one part; here, howeTer, tor convenience it was
auembled trom a. rod (ite. 4) with an annular grOOTe IIld annular ..at at
the top and threade inlide and outside at the bottom.

The outdde threa.de

accOllllodate a. nut (i tea 5) u.ed in applying prellure to the buoy retainer
plate (item 3) to hold the a ..embly together.

For the experiment the top

ot the weight spindle (item 1) waa threaded to enter the bottom of the
upper piece ot the ballaat atem (item 4) a.nd held there by' a lock nut
(item 6).
.t...

Item 8 is a ba.Uut weight, an integra.! put at the ba.llut

The buoy retainer plate 11 dished to add .treUith and haa four

large space. to

acco~date

the movement ot water aDd to prOTide a. way

tor .eMioiDg air to the buoy through its TalTe.

Presaure by the buoy

onto the lamp base and buoy retainer plate holda the buoy in its
.ymmetrical place about the .tem.
Seadrome light a •• embly, Type D (Fig. 9, page 45, Vig. 21, page 61)
11 limilar to the Type C aaaembly except that a buoy ot larger di . .ter
i. u.ed IDd 18 held

.~trioal

to the balla.t

.te.

through u.e ot a.

large buoy upper reta.ini~ plate (Fig. 21, iWa 2) ot meta.! and a. la.rge
buoy lower retaining pla.te (item 4) aade ot wood.

The balla..t .tem ot

the experi:ment.t &I.embly has a welded joint just to the right

wa.her , item 6, where it changes in croll .ection.
togetJler with a nut (item 6) and washer (item 6).

ot the

The a •• embly 11 held
The buG)"

lower retain-

ing plate (it_ 4) has an aceel8 aperture through which the lamp lead
(item 9) i. paaeed, through whioh water ma.y circulate, and alao through
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which air may be serviced to the buoy (item 3)~
Seadrome light assembly, Type E, (Fig. 10, page 46; Fig. 28, page 68)
is similar to the Type C and Type D a8lemblies except that the lamp lead,
iIl8tead of

threaded through an acee .. aperture in the woy retaining

bei~

plate, is simply laid into a notched accels in the buoy slotted retaining
plate (Fig. 28, item 3).
i8 brazed.

The offset joint in the ballast stem (item 6)

The buoy used in the experiment is a discarded aeroplane tire,

without a tube, sealed by patching at its inner circumference (item 2),
Fig. 10, section Al, shows the use of supplementary woys with the assembly.
Seadroms light assembly, Type F (Fig. 11, page 47; Fig. 29, page 69)
il an odd design.

The buoy lower retaining plate and center block (Fig.

29, it. . 6) and the buoy upper retainiDg plate (ita 4) are aade of wood
and aue.bled with brass screws (itell. 2).
(OOM

A universal adapter (item 3)

adapter troa a B-2 .et) il centered on top tor attachMnt to the

l~p head (item

1).

The lamp lead (item 7) i. placed oYer the edge ot the

buoy and cause s an unbalance of the al8.bly--tll ti~ the buoy to eme side.

To prevent the resulting undesirable oharacteriltio iD light distribution
due to th1l tilting, the lamp head aay be adjusted to a .,.ertical axb by
resetting the universal adapter.

The lamp lead should be held in place

to preTent its as.uming a new position once the lamp head has been
ed.

ad~st

!he buoy lower retaining plate has an access aperture through which

air may be serviced to the woy.
Seadrome light assembly, Type G (Fig. 12, page 48; Fig. 21, page 57;
Fig.

ao,

page 70) may be used in conjuDction with an anchor looation tloat

but 11 de.igned priurily for use without an anohor location float.

'the

auembly 11 composed of a lamp head (Fig. 30, it. . I), woy adapter (itea
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2), buoy (item ~) made of an aeroplane tire, tube, and wheel, a lUlp lead,

and retrieving horn. (item 6).

The retrieTing horn. are positiTely attach-

The lamp head, ..ttached to

ed to the buoy with machine scr. .a (item").

the buoy adapter with a •• t acrew, when pl..c.d on the buoy i. aecured
there with a cotter (item 5) paued part ~ through the portion of the
buoy ..dapter .hich extend. through the pl ..te ..top the r.tri.Ting horna.
the .xperi_ntal .....mbly may be improT.d by moditying the pr.a.nt d..sip.
wi tb. .. larger buoy and a ahort ba11alt Item.

n.

Se..d.rOM light ......bly, type B (Fig. IS, page 49. Pig.

plge 10)

11 designee! tor use in d..p water and hal great buoyancy for oftrcoJliDc

the weight of a long leap l ...d. and .. long lamp a ....bly lin..

It is coa-

prlled of .. lamp h.ad (Fig. 31, item 1), buoy upper retainillg pl..te (item

2), buoy (item 11), buoy lower retaining pl .. te (ite. 5), lamp le ..d. (item
10), and a ba11a.t Item (item 8).
upp.r

retain~

The luap head seated. upon the buoy

plate i l lecur.d in pl..ce with .. set .cr•• be ..ring into

.. notched. st. . .uapended below the buoy upper reta1l1iuc pl ..te.
upper and lower r.taining plates are ta.tened to ea.oh otb8r

The buoy

bT u.e

of

fiTe wooden colwma of lelllth equal 1xI the wid.th ot the intl..ted. buoy_
these col\UDJl8 are held. in plac. with

br....

.ore. . ad ..re placed. to

ake the axes of the buoy, light, and .....mbly congru.nt.

Fift l .. r,e

..perture. in both the buOf upp.r and lower reta1ninc plate. perait water
to oirculate through th8 a ..embly.

Item 8 11 a

• uitable tor uae in handling th. a18em'bly_
ed to the buoy lower retaining plat. with

.tur~

'ballast .te•

The baU ... t .tem 18 ta.tent1fc)

nut. (i teu S and 1) and

..... her. (i teu " and 6).
Fig_ 15 piotures an early .tudy or the pos.ibl. adaptation ot ..
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Westinghouse-Firestone seadrome light for underwater use.

In the ex-

peri_nt no attempt was ..de to submerge or u.. a buoy of thil she
(Fig. 2S. item 1).
Fig. 16 represents the writer'. first conception ot a submerged
seadrome light.

It was originally held that 'the lens or lamp oover

'Would be or oould suitably be made large enough to have ample buoyancy
wi th

no addt tional buoy.

A1 though the merit ot this contention hu

not been proved. it is thought that further

~drostatic

investigation

will indioate 8ucce.s.
Fig. 11 is a log sheet torm for reoording operation and maintenance
data relative to aeadrom. light. now in us. at the U. S. liaval Air
Station. Corpu. Christi, Taxa••
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CHAPTiR III

Development and iXperimentation Procedure
Development of the contact al8embliel

wa. carried on in the Publio

Work. Shop and at the seadromll ot the U. S. Naval Air Station, Corpus
Christi, Texa ••
Atter initial oonstruotion of the assemblies considerable dlfficul ty arose in sealing and waterproofing the lamp head.
ter~na1

The lap lead

in each ca.e was brought into the base of the lamp head

through a .mall aperture and seoured by a fiber and metal strain relief
and by .oldering the wire. to the lamp .ocket.

The bowl inside the

lemp ba.e wa.. then flame wiped and filled with Low Tendon "Bit lfovoid
insulating compound10 poured at about 3200 F.

Thb cOlllpound fOrMd a

watertight seal at the lamp lead entrance and adapter lOCket in each
... sembly.

Later the use of a very hard .ealiac compound (.Chico

.It,

Catalog lIo. Chioo A05, Crou.e Binds Co~, Syraou.e, Hew York) ....
suocelsfully introduced in the attempt to arercome difficulties
(page 20) encountered. wi th the betore mentioned. Low Tension )Jcm)1d
compound.
1'1g. 24, page 64, doe. DOt shOW' the leap whioh should be ah01lll
wi th 1 t . ., J i tea 2 11 a paper ring u .. d to diltrl but. the bearing ot

.. bra.. reta1niq ring (item 5) onto the pyrex gla.. leat cf the Fresnel
len. (itea 1),

... threaded bras. ring (item 6), when tightened, beers

upon the retaining ring (itea 5) compressing both a stitf rubber g...ket
(it_ 3) on which the len. is .eated and a 80ft rubber ga.ket (item 4)
concentric with and outside the .titf rubber gasket.

10.

liectrlc SpecialtY Co. product,

At firlt it .....

7780 Dante Avenue, Chicagc, I111noil.
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believed that two gaskets were suffioient to maintain a watertight
seal but submersion tests indicated otherwise.

Several types of seal-

ing oements were then tried to make the fixture waterproof.

Four types

used, all of whioh proved satisfactory in four day submersion tests in
eight feet of fresh water (Fig. 33, page 76) were:

(1) Moran's "Seal-

Tite" roofing cement - Anchor Paint & Varnish Corp., 88th Street and
73rd Avenue, Glendale, Brooklyn, New York; (2) Hayes

aterproof Cement -

Hayes Adhesives Company, St. Louis, Missouri; (3) Vulcatex Calking
Compound, knife grade, A. C. Horn Company, Long Island, New York; and
(4) "Permatex" --Form-A-Gasket, No.2, U. S. Patent No. 2217723, Permatex Company, Inc., Sheepshead Bay, New York.

The fourth

~pe

was the

most satisfactory because of the ease of its applioation and removal.
Also tried with the same sucoess was the Novoid hot oompound mentioned
above.

Experienoe here has proved the desirability of applying a thin

ooat of hot paraffin over the exterior of the lamp base to protect the
interior seal and the metallic parts from salt water.

Paraffin was also

used on the underwater oonnector (i tam 9) in joining it with the lamp
base to waterproof and proteot the threads.

The hot paraffin is easily

applied by means of an ordinary oil oan with a heated spout and by use
of a small heated bath into whioh the cable splioes, at the connectors
may be dipped.

This latter method was used in making up the oonneotions

of the distribution system (Fig. 34B, page 78).

Two of the type con-

nectors used were submerged, one in a container of sea water at ambient
temperature and the other in a container cf sea water at 32 to 34 degrees
Fahrenheit temperature without the proteotive paraffin coat for four
months with no visible deterioration and without decrease in operational
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effie iency .
The first test conducted on the assemblies was a fresh water
buoyancy test and submersion (data--page 35; Fi g. 33 , page 76) on November 27 , 1943 .

From this test the set buoyancy , Table 1, was found

to range from one pound to twenty four and three quarte r pounds .

From

the appearance of the assemblies Types A, B, and C were considered the
most desirable.

The weight in water of the anchors was also determined.

The next experiment was conducted on January 3, 1944, to determine
light output.

The experiment was divided into four parts (data--Table

2, page 36), Test A--the light submerged with no shield; Test B--the
li ght submerged with shield; Test C--the li ght surfaced with no shield;
and Test D--the light surfaced with shield.

Figs . 32A, 32B , 32C, and

32D show the apparatus set-up used for runni ng the tests.

The experi-

ment was interrupted by lamp burn out in Assembly A and Assembly B
before these types could be lowered to the water.

It is believed that

lamp failure was caused by previous rough handling of the assemblies
resulting in loosening of the filament in the lamp.

At first no effort

was made to burn the lamp in only the vertical position--this probably
contributed to failure of the filament since in both oases the burn out
ocourred when the assembly was not vertioal.
in running Test

Assembly C was then used

but, about thirty minutes after it was lighted and

underwater, it burned out.

Upon inspeotion at disassembly the cause

of the burn out was determined to be due to the entranoe of sea water
into the lanphead and subsequent short circuit in the lamp base.
lamp base was badly charred and the lamp was shattered.
the water entered around the gaskets.

The

It is believed

Assembly D was lighted for Test
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B but burned out in a few seconds when handling it into position.

Evi-

dentally there was residual water from a previous submersion that
caused a short circuit in the lamp base.

Assembly E with a buoy from

Assembly B was then successfully used in running Test B.
was successfully used in running Test C.

Assembly G

Assembly H was successfully

used in running Test D after finding that Assembly G overturned with
addition of an auxiliary shield.
Generally the testing was successful and appearance of the light
on the surface as well as submerged was better than had been antioipated.

The water area, with the light submerged, was illuminated for

a diameter of about seventy five feet and appeared in charaoteristic
nile green color.

Samples ot the sea water were taken tor determin-

ation of turbidity and color which were tound in a test (January 21,
1944) to bet

turbidity, 16 parts per million; and color 10 parts per

million, No. 10, nile green.

For the photometric distance ot ten teet

the light transmissivity was assumed to be 100 per oent.

In each case

the light meter was rotated about the lamp at the end ot a beam pivoted
on a protraotor trame.

No underwater readiDg3 were attempted.

Unfortun-

ately no precise measurements were possible beoau •• of the limitations
of the meter and apparatus.
generally aoourate

~thin

It is estimated that the data obtained is

a range ot plus or minus ten per cent.

Oomputation. to determine the curves of light distribution are
.hown on pagel 37, 38, and 39.

Only typical oalculations are .hown.

From equation 1 the oandlepower was determined trom root-oandle teat
data.

Fig. 3 showl the interpretation of spherical zones insofar al

they are uled in the calculations.

Spherical zone mean apparent oandle-
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power was calculated for all four tests.

Spherical zone values of zonal

lumens was calculated for all four tests.
The results of Test A and Test B are evidenced by Fig. 4, page 40;
a table of values for light distribution in apparent candlepower and
zonal lumens, and curves of light distribution.

The dotted curve shows

apparent candlepower distribution for the lamp alone 5 feet 0 inohes
below the water surface with values ranging trom 75 oandles at 125
degrees from nadir to 176 candles (maximum) at 145 degrees.

It mAy be

observed from the dotted curve that a reasonably soft illumination occurs
directly over the light and one and three quarters this brilliance at
145 degrees.

This is not an undesirable curve.

The solid curve shows

apparent candlepower distribution for the lamp and auxiliary 5 feet 0
inches below the water surface.
candles at zenith.

The peak value on this curve is 150

This peak is considered as shOwing a plus error cf

about 30 to 50 candles.

The remainder of the curve levels at 100 oandle.

then attenuates rapidly at 140 degrees.

It would be desirable to extend

the level portion of the curve to 126 degrees or lower.

It should be

noted that both curves show the desirable characteristics of reasonably
high brilliance and continuity.

It is anticipated that future studies

will determine the design of a lens whioh will produce suitable light
distr1 bution characteristics without the use of an auxiliary shield.
The light has adequate brilliance for underwater use.
The results of Test C and Test D are evidenced by Fig. 5, page 41,
a table of values for light distribution in apparent candlepower and
zonal lumens, and curves of light distribution.

The dotted curve

shows apparent candlepower distribution for the lamp alone on the water
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surfaoe, wi th value s rangi ng f r om 200 candles to 600 candles.

The

curve shows the desir able cha racteristic of high luminous intensity
at low angles.

The solid curve shows apparent oandlepower for the

l amp and auxil i ary on the wate r surfaoe,

wi. t h

value s r angi ng from

100 candles at near vertioa1 angl es to 500 oandl es at 105 de grees.
Thi s curve has the most desir able shape of all t he curves considered
in this analys is.

Under conditions of the light on the surfaoe the

luminary tested has a brillianoe considerably in exce ss of t hat required for contact marking a seaplane landing cour se.
Test E was started February 9, 1944,11 to determine the best installation and operation prooedure, and service life of the i nstal1ation.

Six gubmerged light s were installed similar to the diagrams

(Fig. 1, page 33, layout A, plan Ai Fig. 341, page 77; Fig. 34B, page
78; plan D, page 81) on an east-west course parallel to and about 500
feet south from the north boundary of Laguna Madre Basin.
of Laguna Madre Basin is composed of ftblue mud."

The bottom

Night flying opera-

tions were canoe11ed beoause of foul weather and no aerial observations
were recorded for this first trial.

All lights burned suooessfu1ly

from 1945 o'olook until operations of the set was stopped at 2300

o'olook.

The appearance of the illumination at each light was that of

a brilliantly lighted area about 50 feet in diameter at each light.
The lights were viewed from an elevation of 34 feet on the west beaoh
about 3800 feet away from the lights.

The lights were readily visible

and appeared quite suitable for use as seadrome contact lights.

The

large water surface illuminated presented the appearance of a disk of
11.

u. s.

Naval lir Station, Corpus Christi, Texas, Yardoratt Detail
Dimmit Island Log (of Oot. 23, 1943, date of 9 Feb. 1944).
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soft white glow with no surface reflection.

During the observations

the transmissi vi ty was estimated to be about 80 per cent and the sky
was overcast with medium cirrus stratus and oirrus clouds--cirrus clouds
predominating.

When the lights were first lighted they were observed

under conditions of high overcast, average visibility of 5 miles with
haze, and visibility of 3 miles to the north. 12
On the morning of February 10 two of the lights were found to oontain about one half ounce of water eaoh.

The lamp heads of those two

assemblies were replaced and then again submerged.

Upon opening the

lamp heads of the two that had taken on water it was found that the
Novoid insulating compound (insulating and sealing the lamp lead and
lamp base) had been drawn toward the interior of the fixtures.
believed that in each case:

It is

(1) the compound was warmed and softened

by heat omitted by the lamp. t2) a partial vaouum was oreated by con-

traction of the air inside the lens upon oooling after the lamp was
extinguished, and (3) the vacuum caused the soft oompound to flow causing a pin-hole leak and water entered the interior due to the vacuum

inside and the pressure head of the water outside.
At 1130 February 10 severe weather set in and continued until
2300 February 12.

During this period tile submerged assemblies under-

went rough treatment from natural oauses.

Wind velocities for this

period averaged 24 knots with gusts to 45 knots creating rough, rugged,
and oonfused sea with wave swells and whi teoaps from all direotions.
The most severe part of the storm occurred on February 11 from 0200 to

0900 during which time winds were at all times over 30 knots.

12. U. S.

On

Naval Air Training Center, Corpus Christi, Texas, Monthly
Aero1ogica1 Record, Comdr. H. E. Strange, USN.
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February 13 thundershowers prevailed throughout the day with winds
moderate to 20 knots in the afternoon with gusts to 31 knots at 160013 •
On the afternoon of February 14 the lights were surfaoed and inspected.
None of the assemblies showed any effects of the storm and none oontained
visible moisture.

No movement of the anohors was observed.

The lights

were submerged after inspection and the cirouit was tested preparatory
to night flying operations and found to be in working condition.
On February 14 the layout was operated from 2000 until night flying

was secured at 2330.

During this period there was excellent visibility

(12 miles or better) with no fog or haze, the sky was clear with no
clouds.

1nde were generally east southeast averaging 15 knots 13 • The

writer made observations aloft from a seaplane from about 1920 until
2115 on a regular flight.

The appearance of the submerged lights was

studied from all angles and altitudes up to 4000 feet.

The

lights were

visible at a distanoe of 10 miles and 4000 feet in an estimated atmospherio transmissi vi ty of 90 per cent. Numerous approaohes to and passes
over the 1 ights were made to asoertain the shape and quality of the light.
Eaoh light of the oontaot strip presented the appearanoe ofa large disk,
the entire area of whioh was equally illuminated to a pleasant soft glow.
The lights were easily distinguished from all other lights on and adjacent
to the seadrome beoause they made no surface refleotion, whereas surfaoe
refleotion was observed from all

~ther

lights.

On approaoh for landings

the lights, observed at low angles, appeared to change from a disk shape
to a line normal to the approach path.

It is evident that this phenome-

non produoed an effect which may be used to improve a pilot's judgment

IS. ibid.
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of altitude during landing procedure.

Some adverse criticism regarding

the use of the phenomenon for determining al ti tude on the approach was'
offered.

Because the wind was approximately normal to the light strip

no landings were attempted immediately on or parallel to the lighted
course.

Comments, recorded immediately atter the flight, typical of

those made by five officers and twenty-nine aviation oadets appear in
Appendix B, page 88.
On February 15 an attempt was made to secure useful photographio

data regarding the new light.
and inspected for water.

In the afternoon the lights were surfaoed

None of the lights had acquired moisture so

they were again submerged and the oircuit tested and found to be in working oondition.

With each inspeotion the personnel handling the rear.ming

boat and submerged lighting eqUipment became more profioient in their
task and by this date the "handling timell had been considerably reduoed •
.&. small wooden tower was constructed and placed at the west end of the

light strip (plan D, page 81, item B) sunk to a solid footing and weighted with sand bags.

The camera elevation atop the tower

nine feet above the water surface.

wa. approximately

The tower was approximately SOO teet

due west of the first light of a strip of six submerged lights; approximately 280 feet westerly from a green fluorescent Mazda T-5, 6 watt,
General Electrio light in a type FPL-N Portable Seadrome Contaot Light
(with Mark II buoy) (see item 1, Fig. 23, page 63), item D, Plan D, dry
battery; and approximately 275 feet from a Westinghouse, r.ed, cold
cathode fluorescent, 7~watt, 3 mm spiral tube, luminary on Firestone
buoy, Item 0, Plan D.

Both of these conventional floating lights were

eaoh fastened to a 61 pound concrete anchor.

The weather (Table 6, page
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79) was excellent for the problem at hand, with high atmospheric tr&Rsimissivity prevailing throughout the test.
The underwater contact strip was lighted at 2030 and the photographing

bega~

shortly after 2100.

All the lights were plainly visible from

High interest was shown b.r the photographers

the photographers' tower.

wheB they were told that heretofore

.0

photograph had sucoessfully bee.

made of more thea three seadrome lights in a strip14.

An "operatiBg

crew" maintained a pod tio. in a whale boat; item F, P18ll D, moored to
the north of the strip.

Two generators were operated continually at aa

output of 110 volts throughout the test.

All photographs of the layout

were made with an Agfa 8 inch x 10 inch view camera, 12 inch fooal length
Bausch and Lomb Protar lens, tripod level.

At about 2130 the experiment

was visited b.Y the Naval Air Station Exeoutive Officer and the General
Supervisor of Field Lighting, who commented favorably regarding the layout.
Fig. 351, page 82, is an excellent representation of the submerged
light strip of six lights.

The six experimental lights submerged five

feet are shown on the right half of the photograph.

The light. are

Itaggered to prevent apparent superposition and some slack left iB the
underwater cable makes the lights approximately 390 feet apart instead
ot 400 feet as shown in Layout A.

The lights in the strip extend east-

erly i. two three light sections away from the oamera.

The disks of light

over eaoh contact light appear flat at the small aoute angle at which
this pioture was taken.

The disk therefore gives the impre •• io~, at

14. lire E. B. Karns (»&nager street, aviation and marine lighting, We.tinghouse Eleotric & Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio) comment in oonver.ation to Lt. Itbeller also mentioned nominal spaoing of light. to be
700 feet, February 11, 1944.
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the camera elevation, of being a thin line normal to t he line of vision.
The Neon Products li ght went dark just before the cameral shutter was
opened and consequently no record of this light was obtained.

The

glary line and reflection next left fram the submerged strip represents
the

estinghouse red, cold cathode fluorescent light floating and drift-

ing on the surface.

The small lights above and left from this are the

stern and obstruction lights on the whale boat.

This photograph was

made with an exposure of 20 minutes, f/6.3, and printed on No.4 Azo
paper, time 15 seconds.
Fig. 35B, page 83, is very similar to Fig . 35A, exoept that the
Neon Products l ight burned for a short interval and is shown just left
of the submerged light strip as a bright l ight with a glary reflection.
This photograph was made with an exposure of 5 minutes, f/6.3 opening,
and printed on No.4 Azo paper, time 15 seconds.
Fig. 350, page 84, is similar to Fig. 35A and Fig. 35B.
Produots light burned during the entire exposure.

The Neon

Both the Westinghouse

and the Neon Products lights drifted as shown by the print.

An extent

of approximately 50 per oent more reflection is shown on the negative
than is shown on this print.

The two small light spots on the horizon

between the submerged strip and the Neon Produots light show a hand spot
light illumination from a boat shortly after its having left the pier to
the left.

The small beads of light above the westinghouse light, seoond

left from the submerged strip, are on the pier about 3000 feet from the
camera.

The two bright stars of lights, at the center of the submerged

light strip show a hand spot. light direoted two times at the camera from
a rearming boat plying along the submerged strip.

This photograph was
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made with an exposure of 10 minutes , with f/6 .3 opening ,and printed on
No . 4 Azo paper , time 15 seconds .
Fig . 35 D, page 85 , portrays the universal seadrome lighting layout
with the assemblies surfaced .

In this position the lamp assembly

line (adjustable), secured to the anchor, is increased in length to
permit the assembly to rise freely to the surface where it remains
adrift.

In this position the lights appear to have high brilliance

and the souroe is well defined for the light oenter being near the surfaoe produces only a small amount of light incident to the surfaoe, and
hence little reflected light, markedly reducing undes irable glare.

When

surfaced the light oenter of each assembly is about 4 to 6 inohes above
the surface.

The new seadrome lights in this position show qualities

desirable for use as markers for low visibility flying operations.

Both

The Westinghouse (left) and Neon Products (middle left) show in the
photograph as previously desor i bed in the preceding paragraphs .

This

photograph was made with an exposure of 2 minutes, fill stop, and
printed on No .4 Azo paper, time 15 seconds.
Fig. 35E, page 86, is similar to Fig . 35D exoept that the Neon
Products light failed just prior to the film exposure and the transmissivity was believed to be slightly reduced.

The two egg-shaped

spots of light at the upper left indicate a slight drift of the whale
boat.

The halo effect present in the picture is believed due to

chromatio aberration and attendant refleotions within the lens.
photograph was made with an exposure of 10 minutes, stop

f/s.3,

This
and

printed on No .4 Azo paper, time 15 seoonds.
In general the photographic data obtained in Test E was entirely
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suitable to show characteristics of the layout.

On the morning of

February 16 the lights were replaced in line and submerged.

The lights

areaUgned in the strip simply by placing the visible anchor location
floats in line .

One li ght was added (Plan D)

to the extreme west end

of the strip to make seven as recommended by the Bureau of Aer onautics. lS
Seven lights were not used earlier because of the desire to maintain
equivalent characteristics in both branches of the electric system
during Test E.

15.

U. S. Navy. Chief of the Bureau of Aeronautics, letter to Commandant
U. S. Naval Air Station, Corpus Christi. Texas. Seaplane Night Landing Course. recommended lighting of. Serial 168457. File: Aer-F-SoRRP, N39/NA47, VPBY-5B/AI6. 26 November 1942.
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CHAPTER IV
Experiment Errors
In general the information obtained by this experiment is suffioiently aocurate for praotioal purposes.

Many refinements are neoessary

for complete studies leading to the optimum design.

Needed most are

laboratory facilities to study brightness, quantity, diffision, distribution, and color quality of the light.

It is intended that these

studies be made in a laboratory, such as those at Wright Field, the
Bureau of Standards, the Westinghouse Eleo tric and Mfg . Co., Cleveland 16 ,
and the General Electrio Laboratory at Nela Park.

The lights in accept-

able form should be installed for operational and service life tests at
some seadrome or seadromes such as those available at the Naval Air
Station, Corpus Christi, Texas, where heavy traffio of patrol and light
seaplanes will determine the ultimate practioability of the design.
The buoyanoy tests of the assemblies, pages 16 and 35, are aoourate
to i 0.25 pounds in fresh water.

The difference between fresh water and

salt water buoyanoy is oonsidered negligible.
Tests A, B, C, and D (pages 16-19; Fig. 1, page 33; Table 2, page
36; Fig. 4, page 40; Fig. 5, page 41; Fig. 32A, page 72; Fig. 32B, page
73; Fig. 32C, page 74; Fig. 32D, page 75) were performed under trying

oonditions and with very little knowledge of light output testing procedure.Aoourate photometric data could not be obtained with the pockettype light-meter used (errors estimated to be

± 10 per cent) and further

testing by the use of the Luckiesh-Taylor, or the Luokieah-Holliday,
16.

Loan of the Westinghouse Laboratory facilities were Offered to the
author for work pertinent to this experiment by Mr. E. B. Karns,
Manager--street, aviation and marine lighting, of the estinghouse
Eleotrio and Mfg. Co. during his visit to the Naval Air Station,
February 11, 1944.
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trightness meter is

recon~ended.

It is believed the greatest particular

error occurred at the peak of the solid curve (lamp with auxiliary),
Fig . 4, in magnitude of

+ 30 to + 50 oandles. In these four tests only

the readings shown in Table 2 were taken.

To further eliminate the human

error--and error due to slight movement of the light and water the average of a series of 5 to 10 readings should be taken at each angle.

The

voltage of the electric supply was determined by a small voltmeter, with
calibration not verified, on the generator 21 0 feet from t he light.

This

may have introduced an error of t 3 volts and aocurate voltage should
have been taken at the light.

Any error in the determination of turbid-

ity and color of the seawater is not known sinoe these factors were
determined by another agency.

This agency used the platinum needle

test for turbidity and the Lamonte test for color and has an established
reputation sufficient to warrant the belief that the tests are acourate.
The calculations of apparent candlepower, zonal lumens, spherioal zone
values of apparent candlepower, and spherical zone values of zonal lumens
represent the best knowledge available to the author and are believed
accurate within their soope.
Test E, pages 19-26, Appendix B, pages 88-97; Fig. 35A, page 82;
Fig. 35B, page 83; Fig. 350, page 84; Fig. 35D, page 85; Fig. 36E, page
86, is a true representation of Layout A, Fig. 1, page 33, and Plan D,
page 81, and is in effeot the final test by which the underwater contaot
light may be accepted.

For complete information it would ' be desirable to

obtain motion picture data from a seaplane actually flying the light
course and in the vicinity of the layout.

Due to the extreme difficul-

ties attendant to obtaining such photographio data, this procedure was
not attempted.
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c~mv

Conclusion
It is concluded that the design of the submergible universal type contact light studied here presents qualities

sufficient~

promising to war-

rant further investi gation and ultimate adoption of the underwater lighting principle for seadrome and ship channel marking by interested agencies.
The submergible light developed by this experiment is sufficient in
size and characteristics for use in its present form at the Laguna Madre
Seaplane Basin.

The buoys, except the one originally used with Assembly

C, are sufficiently large and durable for a temporary installation and
the anchors are satisfactorily designed for use in soft mud several feet
deep.

With careful handling the lamps are satisfactory for continued use.
The high enthusiasm and acceptance regarding the light as shown b.Y .

aviators and by lighting and maintenance personnel indicates in some measure the desirability of continued efforts to perfect the universal light.
Because of the considerable conservation of materials, particularly
the rubber buoys (conventional Mark II seadrome Lighting Buoy, 33 inches
in diameter, weights 55 pounds; experimental Type A assembly buoy, 15
inches diameter weights 1 pound, 6 ounces,

~

saving of approximately

~

pounds ~ rubber ~ light), it is concluded that use by the U. S. Navy
of the new

light~ll

result in a large saving in expenditures for sea-

droma lighting buoys.

The use of rubber covering and rubber insulation

of the underwater distribution cable is justified by a different reason-that of making possible oontrol of the system from a central point.
Because of its size the universal lighting set is highly portable
and offers itself to be readily moved by air transport.
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For use where variation in water depth due to tide is large enough
to effect light brilliance at the water surface, it is reoommended that
the lights be set at low brightness control at low tide and at greater
brightness with a pproaching high tide, in amount corresponding to water
~pth.

At low voltage and consequent low light output the set may be advantageously used for landfield lighting in all weather, especially in
heavy rains and severe ground water conditions.
It is further concluded that this experiment is a suitable beginning
of studies to encompass the use of higher voltage underwater electric distribution systems of either parallel, series multiple, or series series
oircuits for use with high intensity inoandesoent, sodium vapor, or meroury vapor lighting to be used in permanent installations.

In principle

the layouts of these systems would be essentially the same as was used in
this experiment.

In interests of simplioit,y it is reoommended that future

designs be inoident with the use of series transformers and auxiliaries
plaoed in an "anchor bOX" laid with the eleotrio cable and used not only
for a waterproof box to house the transformer but also to anchor the underwater light.

Similarly suoh a waterproof box may be used to house

batteries for operating lights in layouts similar to Layout C, page 33,
or for auxiliary lights detaohed from the main system.
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CHAPTER VI
S~~y

The experiment presented a multitude of very interesting problems
the most of which proved both instructive and beneficial to all personnel
concerned.

Great satisfaction # of the exemplary operation of the experi-

mental lights during the final underwater test, was held b,y the writer.
The successful operation and minimum maintenance needed in the service
life test far exceeded expectations .

The design# having been proved # is

to be improved as time and facilities permit; the service life test is
still in progress with the system still being operated in conjunction
with light seaplane operations at the Laguna Madre Basin.
It is proposed that the Navy Department put to use the basic
principles of underwater lighting outlined in this thesis in the effort
to conserve materials and reduce seaplane operational hazards from unsatisfactory lighting and from above water protuberances .
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APPENDIX A

Illustrations, Data, and Calculations

Fig . 1; Fig . 2; Fresh Water Buoyancy Data Table 1 and Test E
(Installation and Trial); Light Output Data--Table 2; Computations,
Table 3, Fig . 3, Table 4; Fig . 4; Fig. 5, Fig . 6; Fi g . 7; Fig . 8;
Fig . 9; Fig . 10; Fig . 11; Fig . 12; Fig. 13, Fig . 14; Fig . 15; Fig .
16; Fig . 17; Fig . 18, Fig. 19; Fig . 20; Fig . 21; Nomenclature of
Parts--Table 5 (page 58 ); Fig . 22A, Fig . 22B; Fig . 23; Fig. 24;
Fig . 25; Fig . 26; Fig. 27; Fig. Z8; Fig. 29; Fig . 30; Fig . 31; Fig .
32A; Fig. 32B; Fig . 32C; Fig . 32D; Fig . 33 , Fig . 34A; Fig . 34B;
Synopsis of Certain Photogrammetrical Data--Table 6 (pages 79-80) ;
Plan D, page 81; Fig . 35A; Fig. 35B; Fig. 35C; Fig . 35D; Fig. 35E.
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18 October 1943

Dear Lt. Comdr. Simpson,
I suppose you are finding yourself quite busy
with the coordination. Sinoe the Atlanta Conference I
have been away on temporary duty. In a few days the report to BuAero regarding portable lights--training in
use of, will be released.
What I hope you will do for me is to help make
it possible for me to collect data with which to oomplete
a thesis on tiThe Development, Use, and Projeoted Use of Airport and Seadrome Lighting Faoilities at the U. S. Naval Air
Training Center, Corpus Christi, Texas, It which I have begun.
I should like for you to send me a bibliography
from the library you have, or use, on field lighting. Also
please send me names of one or two libraries whioh may have
information on field lighting. I would be interested in any
literature you oan spare--data tables, or otherwise.
I

I hope to submit this thesis here for planning a
manual for squadrons and operators of the field lighting
facilities, and also, with the Commandant's permission, will
use it in partial fulfillment of work for a graduate professional degree of Eleotrioal Engineer at my university.
A stamped envelope is enclosed.

Thank you.

Sinoerely yours,

Fred. M. Mueller
Lieut. CEC-V(S), USNR
Lt. Comdr. Lester C. Simpson, USNR (Ret)
0/0 Eq. AAF, AC/AS, HH&D, B&G Seot., Washington
Field Lighting, Bureau of Aeronautios
Washington, D. C.
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Publio Works Department
U. S. Naval Air Station
Corpus Christi, Texas
5 November 1943
Lieut . M. A. Warskow, A-V(S) , USNR
Lighting and Electrical Unit, X5479 , Room 2N22
Public Works Section, Maintenance Division
Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department
Washington, D. C.
Dear Lieut. Warskow:
By now you have probably received my request whioh I had
sent to the Bureau of Standards .
I am planning that the thesis I liThe Development, Use and
Projected Use of Aviation Lighting Facilities for Airfields and
Seadromes at the U. S. Naval Air Training Center, Corpus Christi,
Texas" may, upon its completion , be suitably revised for use as
a manual as operations here may require. The initial purpose of
the thesis, however, is to obtain a professional degree in electrical engineering from my university and to record a history of
the work done here.
Any information which you may release for this purpose will
be greatly appreciated. I also would like information on type
PAM-2 (Portable Seadrome) sets. Are these sets now available?
I have just invented a new type light which will probably
interest you. Because it is still in the development stages,
details must wait.
Cordially yours,

Lt. F. M. Mueller, CEC, USNR
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Public orks Department
U. S. Naval Air Station
Corpus Christi , Texas
21 October 1943

National Bureau of Standards
Washington, D. C.
Dear Sirs:
I am seeking information regarding the standardization of
aviation field lighting facilities which may have grown out of the
Ar~-Navy Conference held at the Aeronautical Board, Washington,
D. C., 6 November 1941, relative to the Standardi zati on of
Airport and Seadrome Light ing . Please send to me any pertinent
information available through the National Bureau of Standards.
Any data receive d will be used in writing a thesis : ItThe
Development, Use and Projected Use of Aviati on Lighting Facilities
for Airfields and Seadromes at the U. S. Naval Air Training Center,
Corpus Christi. Texas, It which I have begun.

Sinoerely yours,

Frederick M. Mueller
Lieut. CEC-V(S), USNR
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Public Works Department
U. S. Naval Air Station
Corpus Christi, Texas
18 October 1943

Civil Aeronautics Administration
Washington, D. C.
Dear Sirs I
I am interested in obtaining information on C.A.A.
policy relative to the standardization of airport and seadrome
lighting facilities. In addition to this, if C.A.A. publications are available regarding accepted practice in airport
lighting, they are welcome. The information requested will
be used in writings itA History of the Development, Use, and
Projeoted Use of Airport and Seadrome Lighting Faoilities at
The U. S. Naval Air Training Center, Corpus Christi, Texas.
Sinoerely yours,

Fred M. llueller
Lieut. CEC-V(S) USNR
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Public Works Department
U. S. Naval Air Station
Corpus Christi, Texas
21 October 1943

Illuminating Engineering Society
29 West 39th Street
New York , New York
Dear Sirs:
I am seeking information regarding the standardization of aviation landfield and seadrome lighting facilities;
and other pertinent information from which a permanent policy
of lighting airfields for night flying may be developed.
Please advise me where I may obtain the desired
information or send any that is available through the
Illuminating Engineering Society.
Information received will be used in writing a
thesis: "The Development, Use, and Projected Use of Airfield and Seadrome Lighting Facilities at the U. S. Naval
Air Training Center, Corpus Ohr isti, Texas. It
Sincerely yours ,

Frederick M. Mueller
Lieut. CEO-V(S) USNR
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IN REPLY REFER TO
NO • . . .. .. .... •.•. ...• .

u. S. NAVAL AIR STATION
CORPUS CHRISTI, TEXAS
PtmLIC WRItS DIP.umcEll!

14 December 1943

Dean Curti. L. V11.on.
M1 Slouri School of Minea and Metallurg)'.
ROlla. M1esour1.
Reference: Dean Wilson's letter 12 October.
Dear Sir:
I am torwarding herevith my application for the Prot••eional Degree of Electrical Engineer; and by this letter
request an e:l"tension of tilDe until the information in 1111
theeie now considered confidential. can be released by ~e
Navy Department. It is ant icipated that this release will
be after 1 January 1944. but betore 15 March 1944.
The experiment al and development vork inwl ved in ..,
investigation hae been lcmg dralllD out due to the urgency ot
other dem~nd.. :Betore long. however. weather perlllttill8,
the field work will be complet ed.
I ehall torward the
thesis to the Department Bead immediately upon rele ... e.
Sincerely your ••

J'RElIIllICI MlRlO!l' MUULlIl,
Lieutenant. 010-'(8). USB.
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VI TA
FREDERICK MARION MUELLER : Born, Urich, Missouri , May 25, 1916, of Mr .
Edgar H. Mueller and Alice E. Mueller . Received grammar school education
in Holden, Missouri . Age 10 to 14 developed interest in electrical phenomenon and mechanisms. Received high school education in Adrian, Mis souri.
Age 12 to 16 was active Boy Scout. Began university training in 1934 at
the Mi ssouri School of Mines and Metallurgy, Rolla, Missouri , and pursued
the work for the degree of Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering,
which was granted in 1938. In the School of Mines was granted a curators'
scholarship for year of 1934-35 and upon graduation was nominated as candidate for the Rhodes Scholarship . In the School of Mines was member U.S.
R.O.T.C. Band; professional engineering fraternity, Theta Tau; student
member AmBrican Society of Electrical Engineers. In Rolla was member
Little Theater Guild, Rolla Community Chorus, and Engineers Club.
At the present time is a member: The Society of American Military Engineers; The American Association for the Advancement of Science; The American Institute of Electrical 1ngineers; and is a Registered Professional
Engineer in the State of Missouri •
. From October to February 1944, in U. S. Navy, under Lt. Comdr. T. V.
Tarbet, CEC-V(S) USNR , Public Works , U. S. Naval Air Station, Corpus
Christi, Texas. Experimental studies in seadrome and l andfield illumination, special assignment to conference; Bureau of Aeronautics; General
supervision of field and seadrome lighting installations, maintenance,
development of po1ioy and indoctrination of personnel, inolusion of a
standardization program, also part time given to superintending publio
utilities; especially electric generation, transmission, and distribution.
This work covers one air station, six auxiliary air stations, and minor
jobs at 34 practice fields.
From 18 September 1943 to 2 October 1943, in U. S. Navy , under Capt. F.F.
Rogers, USN (Ret), Commanding Officer , N.C. T.C., DaVisville, R. I. Indoctrination in Naval Construction Battalion Activities .
From 12 May 1943 to 18 September 1943 same as from 2 October to 15 December
1943.
From 1 January 1943 to 12 May 1943, in U. S. Navy under Lt. Comdr. Tarbet.
Assistant supervision in operation of electric utility facilities, gene~a1
maintenance shop administration at N.A.T.C., Corpus Christi, Texas.
From 16 Deoember 1942 to 1 January 1943, in U. S. Navy, indoctrination in
Naval Construction Battalion Activities.
From November 1941 to 15 Deoember 1942, in U. S. Navy, under Lt. Comdr.
C. M. Herd, CEC-V(S) USNR; Assistant to Design Superintendent, Publio
Works , U. S. NAS, 18 Civil Service , mapping, field surveying, planning.
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construction equipment specif ic ations , transportation in~entories,
streets, buildings, utilities, landfields, seadromes, waterfront f acilities, contract checker, theater stage equipment, hurricane preparation
studies, blackout studies, camouflage studies, gener al development.
From August 1941 to November 1941, in U. S. Navy , under Lt. Comdr. M.L.
Goldsmith , C-V(S) USlnR , U. S. NAS , Corpus Christi, Texas. Personnel,
educational, and material officer for Radio Laboratory - 70 enlisted men.
From May 1941 to August 1941, in U. S. Navy , under Lt. Comdr. R. M.
Oliver, USN. Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Corporation, East Hartford,
Conn. Aircraft engine overhaul, inspec tion , and testing .
From June 1940 to May 1941, stone and Webster Engineering Corporation,
under Mr . W. D. Marich , S&W Engr. Corp., Venice, Illinois. Electrical
checker , assistant to the el ectric al supervisor . Supervision of electrical construction; field electrical design; ins tallation of electrical
machinery at Union Electric Compa~ of Illinois, steam-electric generating station. Coordination construction acti vities, design and layout
of under ground and overhead transmission and distribution facilities;
drafting--hydraulio systems; drawing sketches , maps, railroad curves,
excavation analysis; assistant first-aid man; electric drawing checker;
material requisitions; oonduit sohedules; wiring sohedules; terminal
box locations; temporary power facilities. While working with Stone
and ebater was offered jobs withJ Missouri General utilities Co.,
Union Electric Co. of Illinois, Tennessee Valley Authority, U. S.
Civil Aeronautics Authority, U. S. Navy (aviation machinist), U. S.
Marine Aviation Corps, U. S. Ar~ Aviation Corps, U. S. Navy Air Corps,
U. S. Naval Reserve, Class A-V(S).
From May 1940 to June 1940 and from May 1938 to June 1938, made both
conduoted and personal industrial tours of Commonwealth Edison Compa~;
Tennessee Valley Authority; Potomac Electrio Power Co.; Consolidated
Edison Company; Sanderson & Porter, Engrs.; E. J. White, Engrs .; Western
Electric Company; General Electric Company (Chicago); and others.
From January 1940 to May 1940, in U. S. Navy, under Major W. O. Brice,
U.S.M.C., Commander Aviation Cadet Battalion, U. S. NAS, Pensacola,
Florida. Intense ground school and fli ght training--fini shed ground
sohool but was dropped from flight training after 90 hours .
From September 1939 to January 1940, Electrical Transmission Lineman,
132,000 volt lines of Union Electrio Company of Missouri; sag sighting;
survey of line clearanoes; map making , member of emergency squad. Mr.
Geo. Couoh, Superintendent of Transmission, Union Eleotrio Company of
Missouri, Rivernunes, Mis souri.
From August, 1939 to September 1939, in U. S. Navy, under Lt. A. Emerson,
A-V(N), USN, U. S. NARB , st. Louis, Missouri . Elimination Flight Training--primary naval aircraft, 10 hours.
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From December 193 8 to Au gust 1 939 with A. Y. Taylor & Company , Consulting Engineer s , unde r Mr . A. Y. Taylor . 2 South Central Avenue J Clayton J
Miss ouri . Design of rural electric distribution lines l voltage re gulation studies on 33 and 44 kilovolt lines and lower voltage lines; pole
strengths . code applicationJ Grade A railroad crossings ; supervised
drafting in map making division; made automobile surveys of approximate l y 1 , 000 miles of lines; executive field trips .
From May 1937 to September 1937 and from Januar J' 1938 to December 1 93 8 ,
with Missouri General Utilieis Company , Mr . C. J . Koetting , Ste .
Genevieve , Missouri . Field surveying ; rights-of-way procurement and
records; construction 2 . 3 J 4 . 6 , 6 . 9 J 33 kilovolt transmission systems ;
R. E. A. reports; material records ; map making; schematic diagrams , line
routing .

3..u.JWJ
. ~ UuJd~
FREDERICK MAR ION MUELLER
Lieutenant J CEC-V(S) USNR
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